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1. Introduction

The Darboux vector is named after its discoverer Gaston Darboux (l842-1917)i

a French mathematician*

The vector, since its discovery, has come into great prominence and proved

of considerable interest especially in the theory of curves and surfaces.

We now give some care to the source leading to the discovery of the vector.

In the study of the structure of Serret-Prenet's formulae for space curves:

1T - K n
n' = - l\£ + rb J (1)

b' - cn

Darboux found his vector an excellent tool for expressing the formulae in an

elegant way.

While computing the derivative of £ from £ = b_ x ̂  using that of £ and b_

as in (l) he arrived at the conception of his vector d_ as follows:

• a1 " £ x a»

where

d = T£ +

at a point P of a space curve, where "C which may be positive or negative, is

the torsion and 1̂  , a non-negative scalar, is the curvature of the curve at P.

Let 2L(S) represent a curve of class > 3 with positive curvature K •

To the motion along the curve with constant unit speed there corresponds a

rotation of the moving trihedron £, £, b_ as the point P noves along the

curve. Then the corresponding rotation vector ie the vector of Darboux.

The part t\b of the vector is the rate of turning about the binormal, and

is due to curvature while the part Z. £ is the rate of turning about the

tangent, and is due to torsion.

The Darboux vector of a space curve is also defined as the angular velocity

vector of its moving trihedron ̂ , n̂ , b_.
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The vector d_ introduced by Darboux lends interest in the sense that the

derivative of n is the cross product of £ and rn Incidentally it was observed

that the same rule also holds for the derivatives of t and b.

Hence the set of equations [l, p.93; 2, p.22]

t» = d x t

n«

b ' d x b

written with the aid of the Darboux vector, is treated as Prenet's forinulae

in the symmetric form. This is so far the simplest form of the formulae to

commit to memory.

2. Frenetts formulae

We now present, by use of the Darboux vector, Frenet's formulae for space

curves, plane curves and for straight lines in a pattern to make their

mathematical concepts more tangible.

We note that for plane curves C = 0 and for straight lines K = 0 at

all points in both cases. The Frenet formulae (l) thus reduce to the forms:

Plane curves : t_' = k̂

a,1 « - K
b« = o

n

(4)

Straight lines : t1 = 2. "

n» . r t (5)

b« = - r n

It is noticeable that the sets of equations (l), (4) and (5) have no neat

frames which can help us write them readily. The Darboux vector plays a

prominent part in remedying such disadvantages. In keeping with this aim we

shall furnish below, without detailed calculations, some convenient sets of

equations (6), (7) and (8) derived from (l) or (3)f (4) and (5) respectively :
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Space curves : t_» = d i (n i l )

n,1 = £ x (£ * i )

£.' = i x (t i n)

Plane curves : £• = (d i n) x b

n» = b x (d x t)

h* = (4 x t_) x n

(6)

(7)

Straight l ines : t_» = n_ x (id x b)

n" = ( d x b ) i t (8)

b« = £ x (d x n)

We see from (6) that the derivatives of t_, £, b_ for space curves are

expressible as the cross product of £ and the cross product of two other

vectors appearing cyclically.

In writing the derivatives of £f n_f b̂  for plane curves as seen in (7)

we take, in turn, the cross triple products of d_ and two other vectors occurring

cyclically, beginning with the pair of d_ and its right-hand vector provided

d̂  is in the first, second and first positions respectively.

The derivatives of £, n_, b_ for straight lines as in (8) may be written

down by the same rule followed by (7) with £ in this case in the second, first

and second positions respectively.

The above equations wear a fascinating look and add greatly to the

effectiveness of presentation of Prenet's formulae in somewhat similar style.

3. Diagrammatic viewpoint on the formulae

The whole concept underlying in (6), (7) and (8) could be easily grasped

by looking upon the equations in a way which makes them more accessible and

more attractive.

Consider three squares, each divided into four equal squares with nine

corner points as shown below in Pig.l, Pig.2 and Pig.3 *
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Treat as £ (i) -the left corner points of the first vertical squares

(shown on the dotted line in Pig.l), (ii) the corner points>of two diagonals

each taken from the first vertical squares, the Joining of which looks like a

greater than sign (traced out "by dotted lines in Pig.2), and (iii) the corner

points, of two diagonals each taken from the first vertical squares,the joining

of which appears to be a lesE than sign (plotted in Pig.3).

The vectors n_, b_t ̂  should be placed, in cyclic pairs, in the remaining

horizontal corner points of (small) squares for each figure. The cross product

of d_, in each case, is to "be done first with its right hand vector.
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